
Installation Instructions: Skyline Slim (10920-10932)

Important Information 

We recommend that luminaires are installed by a 
qualified electrician ensuring the installation complies 
with current IEE wiring regulations BS7671:2018 & 
local building control.

• BELL will not accept responsibility for any claims  
 arising from a poor installation.

Important User Advice

• Always switch off mains supply before installing.

• You are advised to test 5 samples before mass   
 application of sensor in a new lighting project. The  
 distance between any inductive sensors should be  
 greater than 3m.

• External use only

Read these instructions before  installation and retain for future reference

This equipment should be installed by a competent electrician
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This product may contain substances that can be 
hazardous to the environment if not disposed of 
properly. Electrical and electronic equipment should 
never be disposed of with general household waste 
but must be separated for its correct treatment and 
recovery.

Where possible recycle your packaging.

PIR Function

1. Day and night: The consumer can adjust the   
ambient light.It can work in the daytime when it   
is adjusted on the “sun”position (max).

It can work only  in ambient light less than 10 LUX 
when it is adjusted on the “moon” position(min).

2. Range adjustable: It can be adjusted according 
to uselow sensitivity with 5m for detection 
distance;high sensitivity with 10m.

3. Time-delay adjustment:it can be set. The 
minimum time is 10 sec ± 3sec.The maximum is  
7 min ± 2min.

Manual Overide Function

The light can stay ON for longer time periods by 
using the manual override function Under PIR 
Mode, simply switch off and back on THREE times 
to initiate over-ride mode, then the unit will be in 
Override Mode and the light will stay ON.

To switch back to PIR Mode,turn off the power,and 
10 seconds later,turn it back on.

Specification

Power source: 110~240V/AC  
Power Frequency: 50Hz 
Ambient Light:<10-2000 LUX (adjustable) 
Time-Delay: min: 10sec±3 sec max:7min ±2min  
Installation Height: 1.8m to 2.5m  
Rated Load: 100W 
Detection Range: 120° 
Working Temperature: - 20°C to +40°C 
Working Humidity: <90%RH 
Detection Motion Speed: 0.6 - 1.5m/s 
Detection Distance: 2 to 10m(<24°C) 

Please Read The Instructions Carefully Before Installations 5.Considering your safety,please do not open the cover when you find the hitch after installation.
SPECIFICATION: 6.If there is difference between instruction and the function the product has,please give priority to 
Power source: 110~240V/AC                           Detection Range:120°             product and sorry not to inform you additionally.
Power Frequency: 50Hz                                    Working Temperature: -20～+40℃ SOME PROBLEM AND SOLVED WAY:
Ambient Light:＜10-2000LUX(adjustable)    Working Humidity:＜90%RH 1.The load do not work: a) please check if the connection-wiring of power and load is correct.
Time-Delay: min: 10sec±3sec                         max:7min±2min    b) please check if the load is good.
Installation Height:1.8m～2.5m                       Detection Motion Speed:0.6～1.5m/s    c)please check if the working light set correspond to ambient light.
Rated Load:100W                                              Detection Distance:2～10m(＜24℃） 2. The sensitivity is poor:
FUNCTION: a)please check if there has hinder in front of the detection window to effect to receive the signal.
1.Can identify day and night:The consumer can adjust work ambient light.It can b)please check if the ambient temperature is too high.
 work in the daytime and at night when it is adjusted on the "sun"position  (max), c)please check if the induction signal source is in the detection fields. 
It can work in the ambient light less than 10LUX when it is adjusted on the "moon" d)please check if the installation height corresponds to the height showed in the instruction.
 position(min).As for the adjustment pattern,please refer to the testing pattern. e)please check if the moving orientation is correct. 
2.SENS adjustable:It can be adjusted according to using location;low sensitivity 3.The sensor can not shut off the load automatically.
   with 5m for detection distance;high sensitivity with 10m,it fits for large room. a)please check if there is continual signal in the detection field.
3.Time-delay is added continually:When it receives the second induction  signals b)please check if the time delay is the longest.
 after the first induction,it will compute time once more on the rest of the first c)please check if the power corresponds to the instruction. 
 time-delay basic(set time). d)please check if the temperature near the sensor changes  obviously,such as air condition
4.Time-delay adjustment:it can be set according to the consumer's desire. The     or central heating etc.
   minimum time is 10sec±3sec.The maximum is 7 min±2min.
MANUAL OVERRIDE FUNCTION:
The light can stay ON for longer time periods by using the manual override function
Under PIR Mode,simply turn off/on/off/on the power within 3 seconds,then the 
unit will be in Override Mode and the light will stay ON.
To switch back to PIR Mode,turn off the power,and 10 seconds later,turn it back on.
TEST:
1.Turn the SENS knob clockwise on the maximum,turn the TIME knob anti-clockwise 
   on the minimum,turn the LUX knob clockwise on the maximum(SUN)
2.When you switch on the power,the controlled load is not working.Preheat 30 
seconds later,when the sensor gets the induction signal,the load will be turned on.
After the load is turned off,it will be turned on again when the senson gets induction
 signal within 5～15 sec.
3.After the first is out,make it sense again after 5～10sec.The load should work.When
 there is no induction signals in the sensor,the load should be stopped working.
4.Turn LUX knob anti-clockwise on the minimum.If it is adjusted in the less than 10LUX
  (dark).the load and sensor should not work when testing in daylight.If you cover the
  detection window with the opaque objects(towel etc),the load work.Under no induction
  signal condition,the load should stop working within 5～15sec.
Note: When testing in daylight,please turn LUX knob to          (SUN)position,
          otherwise the sensor lamp could not work!
NOTE:1.Should be installed by electrician or experienced person.
  2. Avoid installing it on the unrest object.
  3.There should be no hindrance and moving objects in front of the detection windows 
    to effect detection.
4. Avoid installing it near air temperature alteration zones such as air condition,central heating. etc.
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